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THOR PERFORMANCE TURF
Our indoor performance training turf is all infill free, meaning no rubber, no sand, 
just turf. With the rise of less traditional methods of fitness training, using the right 
quality turf has become a necessity, rather than just an option. Thor Performance 
Turf is market tested, and has proven itself in the following applications over the 
years:

      Collegiate Athletics

       Personal Training Studios

       Health Clubs

  Indoor Fields

  Physical Therapy Offices

  Recreation Centers



GREEN ORANGE RED TERRACOTTA

WHITE YELLOW BLACK BLUE

Thunder 5

Our low-pile performance turf for speed and agility training, 
Thunder 5, is perfect for the old school turf veteran that likes their 
turf a little rough. Available in 8 colors.



Thunder 40

Thunder 40 is our most popular turf for a number of reasons - it 
handles the abuse of weighted sleds, medicine balls, ropes, and 
other agility tools, it is available in 5 colors, and as one of our 
entry-level turfs it is budget friendly.



GREEN RED WHITE

BLUE BLACK

Thunder 40



Thunder 55

Thunder 55 is for those ready to step up to the next level of indoor 
performance turf. Thunder 55 has a very thick construction, 
making it the premium choice for those looking for a quality, long-
term investment in their facility. Thunder 55 is available in select 
colors upon request.



Lightning STRIKE

Lightning Strike is our top of the line indoor performance turf, 
featuring a full nylon fiber construction. We look at Lightning 
Strike as being the closest thing to achieving an outdoor field, 
inside your facility. It looks, feels, and plays like a field should, 
which makes it the choice of anyone looking to simulate that level 
of performance for indoor training.



VIA USPS
THOR Performance Products, Inc.
PO Box 25
Mountainville, NY 10953

VIA FEDEX/UPS
THOR Performance Products, Inc.
79 Pleasant Hill Road
Mountainville, NY 10953

800-348-5815 | INFO@THORPP.COM
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